FIT PRO REWARDS GRAND PRIZE

Neal’s CA.R.E. Package
THE CALIFORNIA RANCH EXPERIENCE

Hang out at his

place

Explore his Ran

Will you be saddling up next to Neal?
Network with other Top Fit Pros

Do you have what it
takes to win a weekend
at Neal’s Southern
California Ranch?

This is for the most passionate, driven
and career-minded Fit Pros, who aspire
to use their passion to make the biggest
possible impact on the world. Oh, and
yes, to have some big-time fun too!

Neal Spruce, dotFIT Founder,
former Owner and Chairman of the
prestigious National Academy of Sports
M e d i c i n e ( NA S M ) a n d I n d u s t r y
Visionary, is looking the best Fit Pros to
join him for an
unforgettable weekend
Califor nia Ranch
Experience, which
we ’ve n i c k n a m e d
“Neal’s CA.R.E.
Package”.

What you will experience.
You and the other top Fit Pros will
arrive in Southern California on Friday
June 8th. You’ll spend all day Saturday
June 9th with Neal at his exclusive
Hidden Valley Ranch, enjoy catered
meals, ride Neal’s horses, and see
where over 85 movies and TV shows
were filmed at the Ranch - including
Seabiscuit. Sunday June 10th is a freeday: an opportunity for you to explore
SoCal’s world-famous attractions.

Maybe even meet his
neighbors...
(Jamie Foxx)

Are you one of the
best? If so, read on!

Who is the
California Ranch Experience for?

What you will learn. Your noholds-barred conversations with Neal
means he won’t hold anything back. You
get Neal at his best: Unscripted and
uncensored.
Fitness, nutrition and

Mark Your Calendar!
Go to www.dotFIT.com/FitProRewards for
more details!

ch

An experience that will
last a lifetime

supplementation are just part of the
topics-du-jour. You and the other four set

If you’ve ever wanted to
experience a “once-in-alifetime opportunity”...
Well, here’s yours!
the topics. Neal is not just an Industry
Icon, he’s a true rags-to-riches story - a
self-made man who forged a successful
career out of his passion. If you’ve ever
wanted to experience a “once-in-alifetime opportunity”... Well, here’s yours!
Neal wants to know:
Do you have what it takes?

